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Many  organisations  are  dependent  upon  long-term  sustainable  software  systems  and  associated  com-
munities.  In this  paper  we  consider  long-term  sustainability  of  Open  Source  software  communities  in
Open  Source  software  projects  involving  a  fork.  There  is  currently  a lack  of  studies  in  the literature  that
address  how  speciﬁc  Open  Source  software  communities  are  affected  by  a fork.  We  report  from  a  study
aiming  to  investigate  the  developer  community  around  the  LibreOfﬁce  project,  which  is  a  fork  from  the
OpenOfﬁce.org  project.  In  so  doing,  our  analysis  also  covers  the  OpenOfﬁce.org  project  and  the  related
Apache  OpenOfﬁce  project.  The  results  strongly  suggest  a long-term  sustainable  LibreOfﬁce  commu-
nity  and  that  there  are  no  signs  of  stagnation  in the LibreOfﬁce  project  33  months  after  the  fork.  Our
analysis  provides  details  on  developer  communities  for the  LibreOfﬁce  and  Apache  OpenOfﬁce  projects
and  speciﬁcally  concerning  how  they  have  evolved  from  the  OpenOfﬁce.org  community  with  respect
to  project  activity,  developer  commitment,  and  retention  of  committers  over  time.  Further,  we present
results  from  an  analysis  of  ﬁrst  hand  experiences  from  contributors  in  the  LibreOfﬁce  community.  Find-
ings  from  our  analysis  show  that  Open  Source  software  communities  can  outlive  Open  Source  software
projects  and  that  LibreOfﬁce  is  perceived  by its  community  as  supportive,  diversiﬁed,  and  independent.
The  study  contributes  new  insights  concerning  challenges  related  to long-term  sustainability  of  Open
ities.Source  software  commun
. Introduction
Many organisations have requirements for long-term sustain-
ble software systems and associated digital assets. Open Source
oftware (OSS) has been identiﬁed as a strategy for implementing
ong-term sustainable software systems (Blondelle et al., 2012a;
undell et al., 2011; Müller, 2008). For any OSS project, the sustain-
bility of its communities is fundamental to its long-term success.
n this study we consider long-term sustainability of communities
n OSS projects involving a fork. Our overarching goal was to estab-
ish rich insights concerning how and why the LibreOfﬁce project
nd associated communites have evolved the LibreOfﬁce project
nd associated communities have evolved. More speciﬁcally, we
eport on commitment with the LibreOfﬁce project, retention of
ommitters, and insights and experiences from participants in the
ibreOfﬁce community. Overall, the study has revealed several key
ndings. First, the LibreOfﬁce project, which was forked from the
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OpenOfﬁce.org project, shows no sign of long-term decline. Second,
the LibreOfﬁce project has attracted the long-term and most active
committers in the OpenOfﬁce.org project. Third, our analysis shows
that Open Source software communities can outlive Open Source
software projects. Fourth, LibreOfﬁce is perceived by its community
as supportive, diversiﬁed, and independent.
The issue of forking OSS projects has been an ongoing issue of
debate amongst practitioners and researchers. It has been claimed
that “Indeed, the cardinal sin of OSS, that of project forking
(whereby a project is divided in two  or more streams, each evolv-
ing the product in a different direction), is a strong community
norm that acts against developer turnover on projects” (Ågerfalk
and Fitzgerald, 2008). Further, it has been claimed that few forks are
successful (Ven and Mannaert, 2008). Therefore, it is perhaps not
surprising to see claims for that “there must be a strong reason for
developers to consider switching to a competing project” (Wheeler,
2007). However, it has also been argued that “forking has the capa-
bility of serving as an invisible hand of sustainability that helps
open source projects to survive extreme events such as commercial
acquisitions, as well as ensures that users and developers have the
necessary tools to enable change rather than decay” (Nyman et al.,
Open access under CC BY license.2012). Similarly, Brian Behlendorf, co-founder of Apache Software
Foundation, states that the “right to fork means that you don’t have
to have any tolerance for dictators, you don’t have to deal with
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eople who make bad technical decisions – you can put the future
nto your own hands, and if you ﬁnd a group of other people who
gree with you, you can create a new project around it” (Severance,
012). Another argument is that code forking can positively impact
n both governance and sustainability of OSS projects at the lev-
ls of the software, its community and business ecosystem (Nyman
nd Lindman, 2013). From this, there is clearly a need for increased
nowledge about how OSS communities are affected by a fork.
There  are two speciﬁc objectives. For the ﬁrst objective, we  char-
cterise community evolution over time for the LibreOfﬁce project
nd the related OpenOfﬁce.org and Apache OpenOfﬁce projects. For
he second objective, we report on insights and experiences from
articipants in a community of the branched project LibreOfﬁce in
rder to explain how and why the project has evolved after the fork
rom its base project OpenOfﬁce.org.
The paper makes four novel contributions. First, we  establish a
haracterisation of the LibreOfﬁce project and the related OpenOf-
ce.org, and Apache OpenOfﬁce projects with respect to history,
overnance, and activity. Second, we present ﬁndings regarding
eveloper commitment with the projects under different gover-
ance regimes. Third, we present ﬁndings regarding retention of
ommitters in the projects under different governance regimes.
ourth, we report on rich insights and experiences from partic-
pants in the LibreOfﬁce project with a view to characterise its
ommunity and its way of working. In addition, we demonstrate
pproaches involving metrics for analysing long-term sustainabil-
ty of communities (with or without forks) in OSS projects, and
llustrate their use on different OSS projects.
There are ﬁve reasons which motivate a study on the LibreOf-
ce project. Firstly, LibreOfﬁce is one of few OSS projects which
ave had an active community for more than 10 years (when
ncluding the development in OpenOfﬁce.org), with signiﬁcant
ommercial interest. Secondly, there have been tensions within
he OpenOfﬁce.org project which ﬁnally led to the creation of the
ocument Foundation and the LibreOfﬁce project (Byﬁeld, 2010;
ocumentfoundation, 2013a). Thirdly, the project has reached a
ertain quality in that it has been adopted for professional use
n a variety of private and public sector organisations (Lundell,
011; Lundell and Gamalielsson, 2011). Therefore, its community
s likely to attract a certain level of attention from organisations and
ndividuals. Fourthly, previous studies of the base project OpenOf-
ce.org (Ven et al., 2007) and more recent studies of LibreOfﬁce
Gamalielsson and Lundell, 2011) show that there is widespread
eployment in many organisations in a number of countries. This
n turn imposes signiﬁcant challenges for a geographically dis-
ributed user community. Fifthly, previous results (Gamalielsson
nd Lundell, 2011, 2012) and anecdotal evidence from an ofﬁcial
pokesperson for the LibreOfﬁce project (Nouws, 2011) suggest
igniﬁcant activity in the LibreOfﬁce community. This motivates a
ore in-depth investigation of how and why the LibreOfﬁce project
volved.
Hence, there is a need to extend previous studies on the Libre-
fﬁce project and in so doing include investigation of the project
hich LibreOfﬁce was forked from (the OpenOfﬁce.org project)
nd also alternative branches (the Apache OpenOfﬁce project). An
nvestigation of the OpenOfﬁce.org project is interesting since it has
een widely deployed. Further, the project is a natural source for
ecruitment to the LibreOfﬁce project. Similarly, Apache OpenOfﬁce
s also interesting to investigate since it is the project that succeeded
he OpenOfﬁce.org project after Oracle abandoned it. Further, the
nvestigation of Apache OpenOfﬁce enables a more comprehensive
tudy of community dynamics since the OpenOfﬁce.org project is a
otential source for recruitment to the Apache OpenOfﬁce project
s well.
For the rest of this paper we position our exploration of sus-
ainability of OSS communities in the broader context of previoustems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145 129
research  on OSS communities (Section 2). We  then clarify our
research approach (Section 3), and report on our results (Sections
4 and 5). Thereafter, we analyse our results (Section 6) followed by
discussion and conclusions (Section 7).
2. On sustainable Open Source software communities
Many companies need to preserve their systems and associ-
ated digital assets for more than 30 years (Lundell et al., 2011),
and in some industrial sectors (such as avionics) even more than
70 years (Blondelle et al., 2012b; Robert, 2006). In such usage
scenarios “there will be problems if the commercial vendor of
adopted proprietary software leaves the market” with increased
risks for long-term availability of both software and digital assets
(Lundell et al., 2011). Similarly, for organisations in the public
sector, many systems and digital assets need to be maintained
for several decades. This causes organisations to vary concerning
different types of lock-in and inability to provide long-term main-
tenance of critical systems and digital assets (Lundell, 2011). For
this reason, sustainability of communities has been identiﬁed as
essential for long-term sustainability of OSS.
There are many different aspects of an OSS project that can
affect community sustainability. Good project management prac-
tice includes to consider different incentives for contributing to OSS
communities. This in turn may  affect the future sustainability of
communities (Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2006). Previous research has
shown that there are a number of different kinds of motivations for
individuals and ﬁrms that have impact on any decision concerning
participation in OSS projects. Such motivations are sometimes cate-
gorised into economic, social, and technological types of incentives
(Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2006). Earlier research also suggests that an
effective structure of governance is a basis for healthy and sustain-
able OSS communities (de Laat, 2007). In particular, aspects such
as clear leadership, congruence in terms of project goals, and good
team spirit are of fundamental importance. Moreover, the commu-
nity manager in an OSS project plays a key role for achieving an
effective structure of governance (Michlmayr, 2009). Further, the
licensing of OSS may  affect the community. It has been claimed
that “fair licensing of all contributions adds a strong sense of con-
ﬁdence to the security of the community” (Bacon, 2009). It has
also been claimed that the choice of OSS license type “can pos-
itively or negatively inﬂuence the growth of your community.”
(Engelfriet, 2010) To successfully master the art of establishing
a long-term sustainable OSS community is a huge challenge. As
in all organisations, there are “times in every community when
repetition, housekeeping, and conﬂict play a role in an otherwise
enjoyable merry-go-round. When the community begins to see
more bureaucracy and repetition than useful and enjoyable con-
tributions, something is wrong.” (Bacon, 2009)
A fork is often a consequence of inadequate OSS project gover-
nance. It has been claimed that forks “are generally started when
a number of developers do not agree with the general direction
in which the project is heading” (Ven and Mannaert, 2008). In
particular, conﬂicts within communities can arise due to inade-
quate working processes, lack of congruence concerning project
goals, and unclear (or in other ways inadequate) leadership. There
are different views on what is considered an OSS project fork. It
has been claimed that in order to be considered a fork, a project
should (Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona, 2012): (1) have a new
project name, (2) be a branch of the original OSS  project, (3) have
an infrastructure that is separated from the infrastructure of the
original project, e.g. web  site, mailing lists/forums, and SCM (Soft-
ware Conﬁguration Management system), (4) have a new developer
community that is disjoint from the community of the original
project, and (5) have a different structure of governance. There are
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lso related concepts that are similar to OSS project forking such
s (Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona, 2012): cloning (which involves
he design of a software system that mimics another system),
ranching (where source code is duplicated within an SCM, cre-
ting parallel threads of development), derivation (which involves
he creation of a new software system that is based on an exist-
ng system and which is compatible with the existing system),
nd modding (where existing software is enhanced, typically by
nthusiasts, by providing patches and extensions to the existing
oftware). There are different possible outcomes of a fork attempt.
our different categories have been identiﬁed by Wheeler (2007):
1) the forked project dies (e.g. libc/glibc), (2) the forked project
e-merges with the original project (e.g. gcc/ecgs), (3) the origi-
al project dies (e.g. XFree86/X.org), and (4) successful branching
here both the original and forked project succeeds and typi-
ally have separate communities. A possible ﬁfth outcome is that
oth the original and forked project dies (Robles and Gonzalez-
arahona, 2012).
Governance is of fundamental importance for sustainability
nd evolution of an OSS project and its associated communi-
ies. Three different phases of governance have been identiﬁed by
e Laat (2007): (1) “spontaneous” governance, (2) internal gov-
rnance, and (3) governance towards outside parties. The ﬁrst
hase of governance concerns the situation where the commu-
ity (including both volunteer and potentially commercial actors)
s self-directing without any formal and explicit control or coordi-
ation. Given the licensing framework, control and coordination
hat emerge stem from the degree of contribution by individ-
al members. High performing members of a community may
ecome informal leaders. The second phase is often adopted in
arger projects that have existed for a longer time, and involves
ormal and explicit control and coordination in order to support
ore effective governance. Different tools are used for this includ-
ng modularisation of software, assignment of roles to contributors,
elegation of decision making, training and indoctrination, for-
alised infrastructure to support contributors, and leadership style
autocracy/democracy). A third phase of governance became nec-
ssary due to an increased external interest in OSS projects from
ational and international organisations in both the private and
ublic sector. This increased institutionalisation of OSS led to an
ncreased risk of litigation due to software patent infringements.
s a solution, initiatives were taken to create legal shells around
SS projects to protect against lawsuits. One way of implementing
his is by establishing non-proﬁt foundations (such as the Linux
oundation and the Mozilla Foundation) for the governance of OSS
rojects.
In the context of OSS projects, it has been shown that “little
esearch has been conducted on social processes related to conﬂict
anagement and team maintenance” (Crowston et al., 2012). There
re several open questions related to this, such as “How is team
aintenance created and sustained over time?” (Crowston et al.,
012). Our study is also motivated by the fact that there is a lack of
esearch presenting rich insights from large and widely deployed
SS projects. In particular, there is a need for increased knowledge
elated to community involvement in projects involving a fork. We
lso note that there are different, and seemingly conﬂicting, views
mongst practitioners concerning the effect of a fork on involved
rojects and associated communities. This further motivates our
tudy. For the remainder of this section we position our study with
espect to earlier research.
There  are a few studies focusing on forks in an OSS context. How-
ver, none of these studies focus on community involvement over
ime and do not investigate speciﬁc OSS projects in-depth. One of
hese studies focused on motivations for forking SourceForge.net
osted OSS projects (Nyman and Mikkonen, 2011). Another study
urveyed a large number of OSS project forks with a speciﬁc focustems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145
on  the temporal evolution of forks, reasons for forking, and out-
comes of forks (Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona, 2012). A similar
but more limited study focused on the motivations and impact of
the fork mechanism in OSS projects (Viseur, 2012). Another study
has a focus on code maintenance issues in forked projects in the
BSD family of operating systems (Ray and Kim, 2012).
Further, there are studies on the evolution of OSS projects over
time, but such studies do not always have a community focus and
are not always targeted at speciﬁc projects. Examples include a
study on the total growth rate of OSS projects (Deshpande and
Riehle, 2008), and work on the evolution of social interactions for
a large number of projects on SourceForge.net over time (Madey
et al., 2004). Another example is a study on survival analysis of OSS
projects involving the application of different metrics based on the
duration of thousands of projects in the FLOSSMETRICS database
(Samoladas et al., 2010). There are also studies which focus on the
evolution of software over time for speciﬁc OSS projects but which
do not consider the community aspect. An example is a study on the
Linux kernel based on Lehman’s laws of software evolution, which
involved the application of code oriented metrics over time (Israeli
and Feitelson, 2010). A similar approach was used in a case study on
the evolution of Eclipse (Mens et al., 2008). Further, the growth of
FreeBSD and Linux was studied and compared to earlier results on
code evolution (Izurieta and Bieman, 2006). Another study on the
topic of software evolution proposes a model of the Linux kernel
life cycle (Feitelson, 2012).
A  somewhat different strand of research involves development
and application of different kinds of statistical measures for esti-
mation and prediction of the survivability (Raja and Tretter, 2012;
Wang, 2012), success (Crowston et al., 2003, 2006; Lee et al.,
2009; Midha and Palvia, 2012; Sen et al., 2012; Subramaniam
et al., 2009; Wiggins et al., 2009; Wiggins and Crowston, 2010)
and attractiveness (Santos et al., 2013) of OSS projects. Such mea-
sures may  consider factors related to (Wang, 2012): developer
characteristics (e.g. user and developer effort, service quality, lead-
ership and adherence to OSS ideology), software characteristics
(e.g. license terms, targeted users, software modularity and qual-
ity), and community attributes (e.g. organisational sponsorship,
ﬁnancial support, trust and social network ties). However, forks are
usually not explicitly addressed in such research and the focus is
more on the overall survivability or success of OSS projects rather
than focusing on the behaviour of communities associated with
the projects. Further, such research typically use a large selection
of projects from different OSS forges for statistical validation of the
measures, whereas our study provides an in-depth analysis of a
few inter-related OSS projects employing both a quantitative and
qualitative approach.
There  are other studies which do have a focus on the evolution of
communities for speciﬁc OSS projects, but do not address the effects
of a fork. For example, case studies have been conducted on the
Debian project involving quantitative investigations of evolution
of maintainership and volunteer contributions over time (Robles
et al., 2005; Michlmayr et al., 2007). Another study involved an
investigation of developer community interaction over time for
Apache web server, Gnome and KDE using social network anal-
ysis (Lopez-Fernandez et al., 2006). A similar study involved the
projects Evolution and Mono (Martinez-Romo et al., 2008). Case
studies on the Nagios project (Gamalielsson et al., 2010), and Top-
Cased & Papyrus projects (Gamalielsson et al., 2011) addressed
community sustainability and evolution over time with a special
focus on organisational inﬂuence. Other research partially focusing
on community evolution are early case studies on large and well-
known OSS projects including the Linux kernel (Moon and Sproull,
2000), Gnome (German, 2003), Apache web server (Mockus et al.,
2002), Mozilla (Mockus et al., 2002), and FreeBSD (Dinh-Trong and
Bieman, 2005).
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Further, there are no earlier reported in-depth studies on any
f the three projects (LibreOfﬁce, OpenOfﬁce.org, and Apache
penOfﬁce) with a focus on the evolution of OSS project commu-
ities over time except for our own earlier studies on LibreOfﬁce
Gamalielsson and Lundell, 2011, 2012). In a study on the process
f participation in OSS communities, Shibuya and Tamai (2009)
ompare the communities for the Writer tool in the OpenOf-
ce.org project, MySQL server in the MySQL project, and GTK+
n the GNOME project. This was done using different kinds of
roject documentation and quantitative data from bug tracking
ystems and source code repositories. However, this is a very lim-
ted study which only partially covers the OpenOfﬁce.org project.
here is another study that also has a community focus but from an
pen user experience design perspective, rather than a community
volution perspective (Bach and Carroll, 2010). Further, there are
tudies on OpenOfﬁce.org without a community focus. One such
tudy focused on code evolution (Rossi et al., 2009). Speciﬁcally,
he study explored the relation between code activities, bug ﬁx-
ng activities, and software release dates for ﬁve projects including
penOfﬁce.org. In another study the maintenance process of the
penOfﬁce.org project was analysed using its defect management
nd version management systems (Koponen et al., 2006). There are
lso studies focusing on issues related to migration, adoption, and
eployment of OpenOfﬁce.org (Huysmans et al., 2008; Rossi et al.,
006; Ven et al., 2010; Seydel, 2009).
. Research approach
To  address our ﬁrst objective (to characterise community evolution
ver time for the LibreOfﬁce project and the related OpenOfﬁce.org and
pache OpenOfﬁce projects) we undertook an analysis of the LibreOf-
ce project and the related OpenOfﬁce.org and Apache OpenOfﬁce
rojects. This was done through a review of documented project
nformation and a quantitative analysis of project repository data
n order to investigate the sustainability in OSS communities. This
ncluded analysis of different project phases under different gov-
rnance regimes. For the OpenOfﬁce.org project this encompassed
oth the time period with governance by Sun Microsystems and by
racle. For the rest of this paper we refer to the three projects as OO
OpenOfﬁce.org), LO (LibreOfﬁce), and AOO (Apache OpenOfﬁce).
O with governance by Sun Microsystems is hereafter referred to
s SOO, and OO with governance by Oracle is hereafter referred to
s OOO.
To  contextualise insights from the LibreOfﬁce project, we  under-
ook an analysis of data from a number of different sources. First,
e established a characterisation of the three projects (LO, OO
nd AOO) by undertaking an analysis of: the history and gov-
rnance of the projects, the release history, and commits to the
CM and contributing committers over time. Second, to investigate
eveloper commitment with the projects we used different met-
ics that consider to what extent committers have been involved
n and contributed to the different projects under different gov-
rnance regimes. Third, to investigate retention of committers in
he projects under different governance regimes we  used different
etrics that consider: the recruitment of committers over time, the
etirement of committers over time, the distribution of commits for
ommitters contributing to different combinations of projects, and
he temporal commitment patterns between projects for commit-
ers.
In our quantitative analysis we adopt and extend approaches
rom earlier studies (Gamalielsson et al., 2011; Gamalielsson and
undell, 2011, 2012). This is done in order to analyse the contri-
utions in terms of committed SCM artefacts of the OSS projects
ver time. SCM data was collected from the ofﬁcial repositories
or LO and AOO, and for OO from a website recommended at thetems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145 131
AOO website which keeps the legacy source code. The data for the
LO project was  collected from the LO website,1 where the Git  sub-
repositories “core”, “binﬁlter”, “dictionaries”, “translations” and
“help” were used in the analysis. The choice of sub-repositories was
done after having a personal dialogue with key LO contributors. For
the OO project, data was  collected from an archive website,2 where
the Mercurial repository was  used in the analysis. Data for the AOO
project was  collected from the AOO website,3 where the SVN repos-
itory was  used in the analysis. Data until 31 May  2013 were used for
LO and AOO, and data until the end of the OO project (April 2011)
were used. Logs for all projects were extracted from the repositories
and these were thereafter analysed using custom made scripts. Fur-
ther, a semi-automated approach involving manual inspection was
used to associate commit id aliases with the same actual committer.
To address our second objective (to report on insights and expe-
riences from participants in a community of the branched project
LibreOfﬁce in order to explain how and why the project has evolved
after the fork from its base project OpenOfﬁce.org), we undertook a
case study on the LO project in order to investigate experiences
from participants in the project with a view to gain insights from
the effects of the fork that led to the establishment of the LO
project.
In order to analyse insights and experiences concerning partici-
pation in the LO project, the two researchers conducted interviews
with active participants in the LO community. As our goal was  to
speciﬁcally identify incentives and motivations for creation of the
LO project, our strategy for identifying potential interviewees was
to include key informants in key roles and interviewees with long
experience from the project. In addition, we also sought to include
interviewees with less experience who joined the project after the
fork as a strategy to include additional perspectives. Interviewees
were selected on the basis of being actively involved in the LO
project.
Data collection was based on the results of face-to-face inter-
views conducted in English. Interviews were recorded, transcribed,
and vetted by each interviewee. Questions were prepared in
advance, and shown to the interviewee before the conduction of
the interview. Each interview was  conducted in an informal set-
ting and allowed each interviewee to extensively elaborate on all
issues covered during the interview. A total of 12 interviews were
conducted, ranging in time from 8 to 43 min  and resulting in 67
pages of transcribed and vetted interview data.4 In this process
each interviewee was allowed to further elaborate and clarify their
responses.
Analysis of the transcribed interview data took place over
an extended time-period to allow time for reﬂection. Individ-
ual analysis was  supplemented by group sessions in which
researchers discussed and reﬂected on the interpretations from
each researcher.
The  coding of interview data was conducted in a manner which
follows Glaser’s ideas on open coding (Lings and Lundell, 2005).
The unit of coding was sentences or paragraphs within interview
notes. The focus was on constant comparison: indicator to indi-
cator, indicator to emerging concepts and categories (Lings and
Lundell, 2005). The goal of the analysis was to develop and reﬁne
abstract concepts, which are grounded in data from the ﬁeld (as
interpreted via collected data in the transcriptions). The coding pro-1 http://www.libreofﬁce.org/developers-2/, accessed 18 June 2013.
2 http://hg.services.openofﬁce.org/DEV300, accessed 18 June 2013.
3 http://incubator.apache.org/openofﬁceorg/source.html, accessed 18 June 2013.
4 All interviews were conducted during February 2012.
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. Community evolution over time
In this section we report on results related to the ﬁrst objective.
able 1 presents the main results from our observations concern-
ng community evolution over time as reported in the following
ections.
.1. Characterisation of projects
In this section we present an overarching characterisation of the
hree projects. For each project we provide an historical overview,
escribe its governance, and report on project activity.
.1.1. Organisations and overview of projects
The OO project was established as an OSS project on 13 October
000 (Openofﬁce, 2004). Its initial release was on 1 October 2001
nd the ﬁrst stable version (v1.0) was released on 30 April 2002
Openofﬁce, 2002). Initial development begun within StarDivision,
 German based company that was acquired by Sun Microsystems
n mid-1999 (Crn, 1999). Before establishing OO, development and
rovision of the code base was closed source. OO was governed
y its community council, which comprised OO community mem-
ers who also created a charter for the establishment of the council
Openofﬁce, 2013). The Sun contributor agreement5 needed to be
igned by developers wishing to contribute, whereby the contribu-
ions are jointly owned by the developer and Sun corporation. The
racle corporation acquired Sun (and thereby also the OO project)
n 27 January 2010 (Oracle, 2010). Oracle also used a contributor
greement6 (almost identical to the Sun contributor agreement)
hat needed to be signed by developers wishing to contribute to
he project. Oracle stopped support for commercial OpenOfﬁce.org
n 15 April 2011 (Marketwire, 2011a).
LO is a LGPL-licensed Open Source ofﬁce productivity tool for
reation and editing of digital artefacts in the Open Document For-
at  (ODF), which is its native ﬁle format. The Document Foundation
TDF) was established on 28 September 2010 (Linuxuser, 2010)
nder German jurisdiction. The ﬁrst beta release of LO was pro-
ided on the same date (Pclosmag, 2011). TDF has as its mission to
acilitate the evolution of the LO project, which is a fork from the OO
roject since the date of establishing TDF (Documentfoundation,
013a).  TDF is an independent, meritocratic, self-governing, not-
or-proﬁt foundation that evolved from the OO community. It
as formally established by members from the OO community in
eptember 2010 and it is supported by a large number of small (and
ome larger) organisations. It has a steering committee currently
onsisting of eight members (excluding six deputy members), and
here are also four other founding members. Further, there are
our ofﬁcial spokespersons. TDF is open to individuals who can
nd are willing to contribute to its activities and who also agree
ith the core values of the foundation. Organisational participa-
ion is also encouraged, for example by supporting individuals
nancially to work and contribute in the community. TDF com-
its itself to give “everyone access to ofﬁce productivity tools free
f charge to enable them to participate as full citizens in the 21st
entury” (Documentfoundation, 2013b). Further, TDF supports the
reservation of mother tongues by encouraging the translation,
ocumentation and promotion of TDF facilitated ofﬁce productiv-
ty tools in the languages of individual contributors. Moreover, TDF
ommits to allow users to create and maintain their digital artefacts
n open document formats based on open standards. In addition,
DF openly seeks voluntary ﬁnancial contributions (donations) via
he project web site for individuals and organisations that want to
5 http://www.openofﬁce.org/licenses/sca.pdf
6 http://www.openofﬁce.org/licenses/oca.pdfFig. 1. Project evolution over time (OO: upper bar, LO: middle bar, AOO: lower bar).
support the further evolution of the LO project and TDF. Besides
from having strong support from volunteer contributors, LO is also
receiving support from commercial companies including RedHat,
Novell and Canonical (Documentfoundation, 2013c).
Oracle donated the OO project to the Apache Software Founda-
tion (ASF) on 1 June 2011 (Marketwire, 2011b). The project was
thereafter established as an (incubating) ASF project on 13 June
2011 after undergoing a proposal and voting process (Apache,
2013a). The new project was  in connection with this given the
name Apache OpenOfﬁce. AOO is licensed under APL v2 and com-
prises six ofﬁce productivity applications. The ﬁrst stable release of
AOO (v3.4) was  provided on 8 May  2012 (Openofﬁce, 2012). Apache
OpenOfﬁce became a top-level Apache project on 17 October 2012
(Apache, 2013a). ASF was  established on 1 June 1999 under U.S.
Jurisdiction (Apache, 1999). The mission of ASF is to establish
projects delivering freely available and enterprise-grade products
that are of interest for large user communities (Apache, 2013b).
Apart from AOO, ASF maintains other well-known projects such
as HTTP Server, Struts, Subversion, and Tomcat. Like TDF, ASF is
an independent, meritocratic, self-governing, and not-for-proﬁt
organisation that is governed by the community members that col-
laborate within ASF projects since 1999. ASF has a board of directors
that is annually elected by members of ASF, and which manages
the internal organisational affairs of the foundation according to
the ASF bylaws. The board consists of nine individuals, and in turn
appoints a set of ofﬁcers whose task is to take care of the daily
operation of the foundation. The decision making in individual ASF
projects regarding content and direction is delegated by the board
of directors to so called project management committees. Each
of these committees can govern one or several project communi-
ties. Individuals (unafﬁliated and working with companies) that are
willing and capable of contributing to ASF projects are welcome to
participate. Further, ASF accepts donations and has a sponsorship
program for individuals and organisations willing to contribute
ﬁnancially. We also note that IBM is an active supporter and con-
tributor to the AOO project (IBM, 2011). Finally, we note that long
before the establishment of the AOO project, researchers indicated
that leadership and control in the OO project under Sun governance
“is remarkably similar to that of Apache” (Conlon, 2007).
Fig.  1 summarises the evolution of the projects (OO, LO, and
AOO) over time, and includes selected major events related to each
project. Moreover, it illustrates how OO (black upper bar), LO (dark
grey middle bar), and AOO (light grey lower bar) are interrelated
and overlap in time.
4.1.2.  Project activity
The  version history of OO, LO and AOO is shown in Table 2. It
can be observed that there has been a continuous ﬂow of new OO
releases for more than 10 years. On 25 January 2011 the Docu-
ment Foundation (TDF) announced the ﬁrst stable version of LO,
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Table 1
Main  themes for investigation with associated main results from our observations concerning community evolution over time.
Characterisation of projects • There have been frequent releases over more than a decade when including the development in OpenOfﬁce.org.
•  LibreOfﬁce shows no sign of long-term decline in terms of committer activity.
Commitment with the projects • A minority of committers have contributed only to both LibreOfﬁce and OpenOfﬁce.org, but have contributed a clear
majority of the commits in both projects.
• The small number of committers who  have contributed to all projects have contributed a very small proportion of
LibreOfﬁce and OpenOfﬁce.org commits, but a signiﬁcant proportion of the Apache OpenOfﬁce commits.
•  A relatively small proportion of the committers in OpenOfﬁce.org (under governance of Sun) and LibreOfﬁce contribute the
majority of the commits in their respective projects.
•  A larger proportion of the committers in OpenOfﬁce.org (under governance of Oracle) and Apache OpenOfﬁce contribute the
majority of the commits in their respective projects.
Retention  of committers • OpenOfﬁce.org (under governance of Sun) and LibreOfﬁce have been more successful in recruiting and retaining committers
over time compared to OpenOfﬁce.org (under governance of Oracle) and Apache OpenOfﬁce.
•  The majority of contributors to the OpenOfﬁce.org project who continued in one of the succeeding projects chose to
continue contributing to the LibreOfﬁce project.
•  A minority of the LibreOfﬁce committers have been recruited from OpenOfﬁce.org and have contributed a clear majority of
the  LibreOfﬁce commits.
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hich constitutes a fork from OO (Documentfoundation, 2013a).
DF has thereafter regularly provided new releases of LO. Further,
he ﬁrst stable version of AOO was announced on 8 May 2012, which
eplaced the discontinued OO project.
The developer activity in OO, LO and AOO is presented in
ig. 2, which shows the number of commits for each month from
eptember 2000 to May  2013. We  note that activity in the OO
roject varies, with distinct peaks in connection with the OO 2.0
September 2005) and OO 2.4 (March 2008) releases. It can also
e observed that the activity level decreased dramatically around
ugust 2008, which is just before the release of OO version 3.0.
 contributing reason for this signiﬁcant drop in activity may  be
hat major changes in terms of features had been implemented for
ersion 3 and that subsequent activity was more focused on bug
xing. We  can also observe that the activity in LO and AOO varies
ver time, but with peaks less distinct than those observed for OO.
Fig. 3 illustrates the number of active committers during each
onth of the projects. It can be observed that there are a large
umber of committers active early in the OO project, and that the
ctivity decreases considerably shortly after the release of the ﬁrst
table version of OO (version 1.0) in May  2002. The number of com-
itters increases to a higher level after the release of OO 3.1 in May
able 2
ersion history of OpenOfﬁce.org (OO), LibreOfﬁce (LO), and Apache OpenOfﬁce
AOO).
OO LO AOO Date (YYYY-MM-DD)
OO initial 2001-10-01
OO 1.0 2002-04-30
OO 1.1 2003-09-02
OO 2.0 2005-10-20
OO  2.1 2006-12-12
OO 2.2 2007-03-28
OO 2.3 2007-09-17
OO 2.4 2008-03-27
OO 3.0 2008-10-13
OO 3.1 2009-05-07
OO 3.2 2010-02-11
LO 3.3 B1 2010-09-28
OO 3.3 LO 3.3 2011-01-25
AOO  3.4 B1 2011-04-12
LO 3.4 2011-06-03
LO 3.5 2012-02-14
AOO  3.4 2012-05-08
LO 3.6 2012-08-12
LO 4.0 2013-02-14
AOO  4.0 2013-07-23
LO 4.1 2013-07-25 have been directly recruited to the project but their commits to the project are
2009. We  note that there is a discord between number of monthly
commits and committers in OO in the interval between January
2003 and January 2009 in that there are relatively few monthly
committers contributing a large number of monthly commits. This
may  be explained by the fact that there are a number of both ﬁrst
and second level releases in the interval, which often co-occur with
an elevated level of commits. Further, few committers often provide
the majority of commits in OSS projects (see Section 4.2 for more
details concerning commitment with the projects). For LO, it can be
noted that committer participation peaks signiﬁcantly in October
2010 and during the subsequent months in connection with the
fork from OO. LO participation also peaks in connection with the
release of version 4.0 in February 2013. It can also be observed that
there was a rise in committer participation in AOO until September
2012.
4.2. Commitment with the projects
In this section we report on the commitment with the projects
in terms of SCM contributions. Fig. 4 provides an overview of the
commitment with the projects. The ﬁgure illustrates the number
of committers that have contributed to the seven possible (mutu-
ally exclusive) combinations of the three projects. The area of a
combination reﬂects the number of committers and the colour of a
combination represents the average number of commits per com-
mitter in all projects for the combination. Totally, there have been
795 unique code contributors, who  have been active in at least
one of the three projects (the sum of committers in all areas). The
main observation in Fig. 4 is that the 67 contributors who  have
committed to both OO and LO have provided the overwhelming
majority of the commits (4339 commits per committer). Those
committers constitute the backbone in the developer communities
of both OO and LO. Further, the 8 contributors to all three projects
have provided a substantial amount of commits (1329 commits per
committer). Contributors in all other project combinations have
had a very limited impact with respect to number of commits (127
commits per committer or less).
Table 3 provides a more detailed picture of commitment to the
separate projects for the combinations illustrated in Fig. 4. The
table shows the proportion of committers that have contributed
to the seven possible combinations of the three projects. The
table also shows (in brackets) the number of commits that the
committers in the different project combinations contribute in the
different projects. It can be observed that the 67 contributors who
have committed to both OO and LO have provided the majority
of the commits in both OO (92%) and LO (56.4%). Further, the 133
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Fig. 2. Number of monthly commits for the OpenOfﬁce.org (black), LibreOfﬁce (dark grey) and Apache OpenOfﬁce (light grey) projects.
Fig. 3. Number of monthly committers for the OpenOfﬁce.org (black), LibreOfﬁce (dark grey) and Apache OpenOfﬁce (light grey) projects.
Table 3
Proportion of commits for committers contributing to different combinations of projects (number of commits in brackets).
Project combination LO prop. [%] AOO prop. [%] OO prop. [%]
LO 37.2 (23,846) – –
AOO  – 26.4 (939) –
OO  – – 6.1 (16,867)
LO  & AOO 0.3 (170) 32.1 (1140) –
LO  & OO 56.4 (36,152) – 92.0 (254,745)
AOO  & OO – 0.2 (8) <0.1 (1)
LO,  AOO & OO 6.1 (3914) 41.3 (1466) 1.9 (5121)
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Table 4
Proportion of commits for different proportions of committers in SOO, OOO, LO, and
AOO.
Prop. of committers SOO OOO LO AOOig. 4. Number of committers (number in area) and commits per committer (colour
f area) for different project combinations.
ommitters only participating in OO have provided only 6.1% of all
ommits. This is in contrast with the situation where committers
ave contributed either only to LO or only to AOO. In these two
ases the contributions constitute 37.2%, and 26.4% of all commits,
espectively. Further, we note that the 17 committers who  have
ontributed to both LO and AOO (but not OO) have contributed
igniﬁcantly to AOO (32.1%) but very little to LO (0.3%). It may  also
e considered surprising that only one of the AOO committers has
articipated in both OO and AOO (but not LO). It is perhaps also
nexpected that committers contributing to all three projects are
ehind 41.3% of all commits in AOO.
Further, as earlier mentioned, commits have been contributed
o the projects under different governance regimes, which have dif-
erent lengths (SOO: 112 months, OOO: 16 months, LO: 33 months,
nd AOO: 24 months). Of the 209 committers in OO, 197 committers
ave been active during the Sun governance of the OO project and
ontributed 267,011 commits. Further, 81 committers have con-
ributed 9723 commits during the Oracle governance of the OO
roject.
Fig. 5 illustrates the proportion of all commits as a function of
roportion of committers for SOO (solid black trace), OOO (dashed
lack trace), LO (dark grey trace), and AOO (light grey trace). It can,
or example, be noted that for SOO and LO, 10% of the commit-
ers (19 and 64, respectively) contribute 90.5% (241,645) and 88.8%
56,905) of the commits. Further, the same proportion of commit-
ers in OOO and AOO (8 and 4 committers, respectively) contribute
1.6% (4045) and 54.1% (1922) of the commits, respectively. Hence,
or SOO and LO, a relatively small proportion of committers con-
ribute the majority of the commits, whereas a larger proportion
ig. 5. Proportion of commits as a function of proportion of committers for SOO
solid black), OOO (dashed black), LO (dark grey) and AOO (light grey).Top 5% 86% 27% 78% 33%
Top 15% 93% 52% 93% 69%
Top 20% 95% 62% 95% 80%
of the committers in OOO and AO contribute the majority of the
commits. It should also be mentioned that a large proportion of all
committers contribute only a few commits (5 commits or less are
made by 21.3% of the SOO committers, 12.3% of the OOO commit-
ters, 54.3% of the LO committers, and 34.9% of the AOO committers).
Table 4, which is based on the data illustrated in Fig. 5, shows the
proportion of commits for different proportions of committers for
SOO, OOO, LO, and AOO. Similarly, Table 5 shows the proportion
of commits for the top N committers in the projects for different
values of N. For example, 5% of the most active LO committers con-
tribute 78% of all LO commits. It can be observed that the proportion
of commits for LO in Table 5 is signiﬁcantly smaller compared to
the proportion of commits for LO in Table 4. This is due to the fact
that there are many committers (645) in LO and that the top 5 com-
mitters therefore are much fewer than the top 5% of committers.
For AOO it is the other way  around: the top 5 committers is a much
greater proportion of committers than the top 5%, and therefore
the proportion of commits for AOO is greater in Table 5.
4.3.  Retention of committers
In  this section we report on the retention of committers for
the different projects. Fig. 6 shows the recruitment of commit-
ters, retirement of committers and the current number of active
committers in the projects for each project month. Recruitment is
represented by the accumulated number of committers who  have
made their ﬁrst commit (solid black trace). Retirement is repre-
sented by the accumulated number of committers who  have made
their last commit (dashed black trace). The current number of active
committers is represented by the difference between the number
of recruited and retired committers (grey trace). It can be observed
that LO has by far the highest recruitment rate with approximately
20 new committers each month on average. At the same time, LO
suffers from a high retirement rate. This is perhaps not surprising
since, as earlier mentioned, half of all LO committers only have pro-
vided 5 commits or less. However, we cannot observe any long term
trend towards a decreased number of active committers. There has
roughly been between 100 and 150 currently active committers
since the start of the LO project. SOO had a high recruitment rate
during the ﬁrst two  years of the project, but a considerably lower
recruitment rate during the rest of the project except for the last
few months. From having approximately 75 currently active com-
mitters on average during the ﬁrst two  years, the SOO  stabilised
at around 50 currently active committers during the second half
of the project. Noticable about OOO is that recruitment has been
slow except for the ﬁrst few months. Further, the retirement rate
in OOO has been comparably high, especially during the later part
of the project. This led to a dramatic drop in currently active com-
mitters from the 10th project month and onwards. AOO has had a
Table 5
Proportion of commits for different numbers of committers in SOO, OOO, LO, and
AOO.
Number of committers SOO OOO LO AOO
Top 5 79% 31% 33% 60%
Top 15 89% 59% 58% 93%
Top 20 91% 69% 66% 96%
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bar colour) for the 8 committers contributing to all three projects.
The black area represents 1.9% of all commits in OO, the light grey
area represents 41.3% of all commits in AOO, and the dark grey
area represents 6.1% of all commits in LO. Like in Figs. 7 and 8,ig. 6. Number of recruited (solid black), retired (dashed black) and currently activ
ight).
ositive trend in terms of number of active committers during the
rst 16 project months. This is due to a high recruitment rate and a
ow retirement rate. However, AOO has lately experienced a stag-
ation in recruitment and an increasing rate of retirement. This has
esulted in a halving of number of active committers in AOO during
he second project year. We  acknowledge that the total number of
roject months differ between projects (SOO: 112 months, OOO:
6 months, LO: 33 months, and AOO: 24 months).
The distribution of commits among committers is further
xplored in the following in order to better explain commitment
ith the different projects at committer level. Fig. 7 provides details
egarding the distribution of commits in LO (dark grey bar colour)
nd OO (black bar colour) for the 67 committers only contributing
o LO and OO. Committers are sorted on the sum of commits in the
wo projects (in descending order). As stated earlier in connection
ith Table 2, the black area represents 92% of all commits in OO and
he dark grey area represents 56.4% of all commits in LO. However,
he LO commits only comprise 12.4% of all commits in Fig. 7, and
he OO commits comprise 87.6%. At the level of individual com-
itters, it can be observed that one of the projects often hugely
ominates. For example, the top committer in Fig. 7 contributes
9,931 commits to OO, but only two commits to LO. In fact, the top
ix committers only contribute 0.4% of all their commits in LO.
Similarly,  Fig. 8 provides details regarding the distribution of
ommits for the 17 committers contributing only to LO (dark grey
ar colour) and AOO (light grey bar colour). The light grey area
epresents 32.1% of all commits in AOO, and the dark grey area
epresents 0.1% of all commits in LO. Given these proportions, it
s not surprising that the contribution to the different projects is
nbalanced. The LO commits only comprise 13% of all commits in
ig. 8, and the AOO commits comprise 87%. The unbalance is clearly
isible at the level of individual committers in Fig. 8. For example,
ommitters 3, 4 and 8 contribute a very small proportion of com-
its to LO. Only committer 10 contributes a larger proportion of
ommits to LO.y) committers in SOO (top left), OOO (top right), LO (bottom left) and AOO (bottom
Fig. 9 provides details regarding the distribution of commits in
LO (dark grey bar colour), AOO (light grey bar colour), and OO (blackFig. 7. Total number of commits for committers active in only LO and OO  (LO = dark
grey bars, OO = black bars).
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Fig. 8. Total number of commits for committers active in only LO and AOO (LO = dark
grey bars, AOO = light grey bars).
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Table 7
Major commitment patterns for committers who have contributed to AOO.ig. 9. Total number of commits for committers active in only LO, AOO, and OO
LO  = dark grey bars, AOO = light grey bars, OO = black bars).
he contribution to the different projects is somewhat unbalanced.
he AOO commits comprise 14% of all commits in Fig. 9, and the
O and OO commits comprise 37.3%, and 48.8%, respectively. As an
xample of unbalance for individual committers, the top committer
ontributes 2261 commits to LO, but only 69 to AOO. One aspect
hat can contribute to the unbalance in Figs. 7–9 is the fact that
rojects have different life spans and have accumulated different
otal amounts of commits. For example, there have been 77 times
ore commits in OO compared to AOO.
able 6
ajor commitment patterns for committers who have contributed to LO.Tables 6 and 7 illustrate the major temporal commitment pat-
terns between projects (OO in black colour, LO in dark grey colour,
and AOO in light grey colour) for committers who  have contributed
to LO (Table 6) and AOO (Table 7). In total, 13 commitment patterns
were identiﬁed for the 645 LO committers. The four most signiﬁ-
cant of these patterns (LP1 through LP4) are shown in Table 6. These
four patterns account for 98.2% of all LO commits and for 95.8% of all
LO committers. Similarly, Table 7 shows the four most signiﬁcant
patterns (AP1 through AP4) out of a total of 10 identiﬁed patterns
for the 43 AOO committers. These four patterns account for 93.4%
of all AOO commits and for 74.4% of all AOO committers. Each com-
mitter is assigned to one distinct pattern by comparing the dates of
the ﬁrst and latest commit in the projects the committer has been
active in. For example, a committer is assigned to LP1 if commit-
ment in OO and LO has been sequential and the committer has not
contributed to AOO. This means that for LP1 the latest commit in
OO precedes the ﬁrst commit in LO. Another example is LP4, where
the involvement in OO overlaps with the involvement in LO. Hence,
for LP4 the latest commit in OO is after the ﬁrst commit in LO and
the committer has not been active in AOO. In connection with each
commitment pattern, Tables 6 and 7 show the number and propor-
tion of commits and committers. The tables are sorted on number
of commits assigned to a speciﬁc pattern in descending order.
In  Table 6 it is evident that the pattern accounting for the largest
amount of LO commits (52.5%) is LP1, where committers have con-
tributed to OO and LO in sequence but not to AOO. There are also
other commitment patterns for committers involved in only OO
and LO (LP4 and two other patterns not among the four most signif-
icant) which together account for 3.9% of the commits. The second
most signiﬁcant pattern in terms of commits (37.2%) is LP2, where
committers have contributed only to LO. This pattern applies for
the clear majority (85.7%) of the committers. The patterns LP1 and
LP2 are clearly dominating and together involve 89.7% of all com-
mits and 94.7% of all committers. It should also (once again) be
pointed out that committers who have been involved in OO before
their involvement in LO (LP1) contribute a greater proportion of
the commits compared to those who only have contributed to LO
(LP2).
In Table 7 it can be observed that the pattern accounting for the
largest amount of AOO commits (29.2%) is AP1, where committers
have contributed to LO within the period during which they have
contributed to AOO. The second most signiﬁcant pattern in terms of
commits (26.4%) is AP2, where committers only have contributed
to AOO. When comparing with the LO patterns, we ﬁnd that there
is a more diversiﬁed set of commitment patterns that account for
signiﬁcant amounts of commits in AOO. Further, we note that a
signiﬁcant proportion of the AOO commits (41.3%) stem from com-
mitters who  have previous and in some cases current experience
in both OO and LO (AP3, AP4 and another pattern not shown in
Table 7).To  sum up concerning recruitment to LO,  553 of the 645 com-
mitters in LO (constituting 85.7%) have not been active in OO  or
AOO, and have therefore been directly recruited to LO. Further, 75
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Table  8
Main  themes for investigation with associated main results from our observations concerning insights and experiences from the LibreOfﬁce community.
Considerations for creating the
LibreOfﬁce Project
• OpenOfﬁce members over time perceived frustration and discontent due to various circumstances in the project.
• Perceived frustration and discontent amongst OpenOfﬁce members contributed to the planning and creation of the
Document Foundation and the LibreOfﬁce project.
•  Choosing a copyleft license for the project was  considered important by both volunteer and company afﬁliated
community  members.
Perception of LibreOfﬁce • Respondents used ideological, emotional, as well as rational expressions as their immediate reaction to the term
“LibreOfﬁce” (e.g. “freedom”, “a group of friends”, and “the best ofﬁce suite in the world”).
Participation in the LibreOfﬁce
project
•  Contributions to the project stem from both volunteer and paid-for activities.
• Several contributors experience congruence between their professional and volunteer activities in the project.
Motivations for contributing to the
LibreOfﬁce project
• Social motivations are important to contributors, e.g. the fun of contributing, the sense of belonging to a community,
and  the opportunity to provide an alternative to proprietary solutions.
•  Technological motivations are also present amongst contributors, e.g. learning, the opportunity of getting
contributions,  feedback and recognition from the community, and business opportunities for companies participating
in the community.
Future  outlook for the LibreOfﬁce
project
• An overwhelming impression is that contributors perceive a positive future for the project.
•  A more diverse future developer community is envisaged by several respondents.
• Several respondents realised the importance of community and its governance as an enabler for future success.
Lessons learnt from participation •  Several respondents perceived a positive, rewarding and welcoming environment in the project.
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Further, the choice of a copyleft license7 was mentioned as an
important prerequisite for several contributors to the LO project.
Hence, there seems to be consensus amongst contributors in the LOin  the LibreOfﬁce project •  The importance and opportun
•  The established practice for m
members.
f the 645 committers in LO have also contributed to OO. Of these
5 committers, 66 committers have contributed to OO before they
tarted to contribute to LO and have thereafter not contributed to
O, and can therefore be claimed to have been recruited from OO to
O. These 66 committers are inﬂuential in that they together have
rovided the majority of the LO commits (58.7%). The remaining
 of the 75 committers have been active in LO and OO in parallel.
urther, 25 of the 645 committers in LO have also contributed to
OO, but these committers have only contributed to 2.2% of all LO
ommits.
For AOO, 17 of the 43 committers (constituting 39.5%) have not
een active in OO or LOO, and have therefore been directly recruited
o AOO. Further, 8 of the 43 committers in AOO have also con-
ributed to OO before they started to contribute to AOO and have
ontributed to LO before or during their AOO involvement, and can
herefore be claimed to have been recruited from OO and LO. These
 committers together contribute a signiﬁcant amount (41.3%) of
ll AOO commits. We  also note that the 17 committers who have
nly contributed to AOO and LO have mostly contributed to the two
rojects in parallel and have contributed a considerable amount of
he AOO commits (32.1%).
.  Insights and experiences from the LibreOfﬁce
ommunity
This section reports on results related to the second objective.
able 8 shows the main themes for investigation with associated
ain results from our observations concerning insights and expe-
iences from the LibreOfﬁce community.
All interviewees are active participants in the LO project, and
everal of them expressed that they have been active from the start
f the project. Our interviewees include participants in the project
ho were active in the formation of TDF and several have central
oles related to the LO project, even though our interviewees also
nclude some contributors with less experience from participation
n the project. From this, it would be appropriate to characterise our
ample of interviewees as being dominated by experts and thereby
o consider our conduction of research interviews as dominated by
lite interviews.
Six  broad categories emerged from our coding and analysis of
he interview transcriptions. Each is presented as a separate section
elow, with a subheading aimed to characterise the category.f open collaboration was  stressed by several respondents.
ing new contributors to promote learning is highly appreciated by community
5.1. Considerations for creation of the LibreOfﬁce project
Over time, members of the OO community started to perceive
frustration and discontent due to a number of circumstances in
the OO project. Concerns amongst community members include
perceptions on: vendor dominance, copyright assignment, lack of
inﬂuence, lack of fun, and bureaucracy in the project. For example,
as expressed by a community member: “I started in OpenOfﬁce, and
it was fun in the beginning, but over the year you were able to see
behind, and I didn’t like what I saw.” Similarly, another community
member expressed a view that “it stopped being fun. It stopped
being an Open Source project under Oracle”. A different respon-
dent particularly emphasised bureaucracy in the OO project as an
inhibitor to contributing: “In the past, I tried once to get involved in
OpenOfﬁce by submitting patches, but that was hell of a job to do,
because of all the bureaucracy in the project, so that’s why I didn’t
follow up on that and just quit with it.” Overall, the essence of these
circumstances seems to originate from a lack of trust.
From this, the idea of starting a new branch of the OO project
evolved amongst community members. This course of events
brought many thoughts among members of the community, as
illustrated in a comment raised by one person involved in the cre-
ation of LO: “When this whole story with Oracle started to look a
bit ﬁshy, you just meet people and you start talking, and you start
thinking, and then you start planning.” Further, it is clear that a
number of issues were considered before taking action, as illus-
trated by another person involved: “Before we  started we had a lot
of discussions. Shall we  start? When do we start? How do we  start?
Which people do we  get involved as soon as possible, or a bit later,
or whatever?”. Once different issues had been considered it was
time to take action, as expressed by a different respondent: “we
founded the LibreOfﬁce project, we  got people together to agree
and, you know, got the initial structure set up”.7 OSS licenses are often broadly categorised as either copyleft licenses (e.g. GPL,
which  is a strong copyleft license, and LGPL, which is a weak copyleft license) or per-
missive licenses (e.g. BSD and MIT). The main difference between these two license
categories is that copyleft licenses ensure that derivative work remains open source,
whereas permissive licenses do not (Brock, 2013).
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roject that permissive licenses should not be used for the project.
s expressed by one respondent: “to me  licensing is key and a
opyleft license, a weak copyleft license, is pretty much manda-
ory for me  to be interested in the project, because otherwise I
now where it’s gonna go, pretty soon we will be writing propri-
tary software”. The importance of avoiding permissive licensing
as further emphasised by another respondent: “the permissive
icense would lose half of our volunteer developers, because they
re real volunteers. They are in the project for fun. They don’t
ant to give away their work to a corporation.” The same respon-
ent also acknowledged that there are contributing companies that
nderstand and act in accordance with fundamental values of the
pen Source movement and that contributors accept this: “They
asily give away their work to companies like Suse, Redhat, Canon-
cal, that contribute to the project, that are transparent in the way
hat they behave in the project.” Further, one respondent pointed
ut that, apart from upsetting the community, switching from a
opyleft to a permissive license would require a time consuming IP-
learance process. This process would require rewriting of code just
ecause of the license and potentially stall the actual development
f new features in a project.
In  essence, interviewees involved in the process of establish-
ng the LO project seem to have considered the establishment of
he LO project with its independent foundation (TDF) and use of
 weak copyleft license as an inevitable action to take given the
erceived dissatisfaction amongst community members in the OO
roject.
.2. Perception of LibreOfﬁce
Immediate  reaction was requested as we were seeking what
espondents associated with LO rather than probing for a descrip-
ion or deﬁnition of it. On some occasions this caused respondents
o hesitate before replying. Perhaps not surprisingly, some contrib-
tors with extensive experience from the project were hesitant
n responding to this question, and one even commented: “Its a
ard question, because its not a factual question. I cannot use my
ind.”
Overall, contributors gave a variety of ideological and emotional
esponses, such as: “freedom”, “something I believe in”, “It’s my
roject”, “a group of friends”. As put by one contributor: “[LibreOf-
ce] is a project I have contributed to shape, and so there is also a lot
f emotional participation“. Similarly, other respondents expressed
It has a very deep meaning for me,  I guess, having done a lot of work
here”, and “It’s my  project, the project that I am working on, so,
eah”.
The concept also triggered a number of expressions of excite-
ent, as illustrated in the following comments “Exciting project
hat is fun to hack on”, “It’s very positive to hear people talk
bout LibreOfﬁce”, and “It’s cool, it’s home, it’s something exciting”.
urther, respondents also associated the concept with personal
ommitment. For example, as expressed by one interviewee:
It’s a group of friends and people who we work with, I would
ay.”
In addition, the concept also gave rise to a number of more ratio-
al associations. Some of those expressions relate to quality for the
oftware system, such as: “The best ofﬁce suite in the world” and
[LibreOfﬁce is an] interesting, exciting project with a huge amount
f work, but very good, how do people work, how we work and what
e manage to do”. Yet, others relate to the development model
sed in the project: “Community developed ofﬁce suite”, whereas
thers were related to the developed system: “Open Source ofﬁce
ackage”. Finally, some respondents seemed to have been ﬂattered
hen probed for their association concerning the concept LO, when
esponding jokingly “I recognise the name”.tems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145 139
5.3.  Participation in the LibreOfﬁce project
The extent to which contributions from participants in the LO
project are related to their professional activities vary amongst
respondents. We  note that contributions stem from both volunteer
and paid-for activities, and responses revealed that contributors
are employed by several different organisations, including self-
employed specialists.
Several  respondents expressed that working on the LO project
is part of their professional activities, as illustrated by the following
responses: “I am working for LibreOfﬁce in my  professional activi-
ties”, “I am paid for working on LibreOfﬁce”, and “It’s my  full time
job”. Further, some respondents also expressed that their incen-
tives for participation in the project were motivated by a technical
need from their professional activities, as illustrated by one respon-
dent: “I wanted to use it to replace Microsoft Access, at what is now
my day job”.
For  several contributors there is signiﬁcant congruence between
their professional activities and their contributions to the project
as volunteers. For example, one of the respondents expressed that
“there is a huge overlap of my professional activities”, and another
that “it is my  professional activity . . . it’s not all of my  job, I have
other parts to my  job I have to do . . . I do stuff in my  free time as
well”.
There were also those expressing that working on the LO project
is in symbiosis with a professional job even though not directly part
of it: “it is not related, but it is in harmony basically”. Yet others
expressed that their incentives for participations were motivated
by business opportunities: “I have a small company in [country X],
and doing all kind of services, support for LibreOfﬁce and the old
OpenOfﬁce, so that makes it logic to contribute in the project too,
for me  it’s a logic combination”.
Further,  there are also contributors participating in the project
primarily by volunteer activities. In the words of one respondent:
“we do use LibreOfﬁce in the company I work, but mostly the activ-
ities I do for LibreOfﬁce is mostly as my  hobby”.
Amongst respondents we also identiﬁed those for which pro-
fessional and volunteer activities seem to merge: “For me  it’s like a
hobby that turned into some occupation, and it’s very hard to draw
a line between what I am doing privately and what I am doing as an
employee, and it mostly matches the interest from both company
and what I would personally do”.
5.4. Motivations for contributing to the LibreOfﬁce project
Several interviewees found it difﬁcult to single out speciﬁc
issues that motivate them to contribute to the project. For example,
as put by one contributor: “That’s a very hard question, isn’t it. . . . I
think everyone is just this mixed bundle, all sorts of motivations”.
Another respondent expressed that: “There are so many answers
to that. It’s kind of hard”.
Respondents  expressed a number of different types of motiva-
tions for contributing to the LO project. Several comments are of
emotional nature, such as: “because it is fun and very rewarding”,
“it’s fun to contribute and while you contribute the project gets
ahead so it’s even more fun”, and “I want to do something that
seems to be useful for people and signiﬁcant. I think it’s the joy of
relationship, and just working with other people and seeing good
things happen”. Further, some emotional comments emphasised
motivations for contributing to the project in the future: “in the
future if it stays fun and the community stays a nice place to be in
and, yeah, it’s . . .,  you can continue”.
Closely related to emotions, respondents also ampliﬁed social
rewards and social recognition as enablers for their motivation to
contribute. For example, respondents expressed: “Cleaning up ugly
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hings is socially rewarding” and also that “positive feedback is
hat drives me”.
Similarly,  there are also ideological motivations expressed
mongst respondents: “I believe in free software because I think
hat is the proper alternative to proprietary software” and “I care
bout software freedom”.
There  are also intellectual motivations that seem to drive con-
ributors. For example, one respondent motivates participation in
he LO project with an argument that having a good ofﬁce pack-
ge is “one of the biggest tasks that doesn’t have already a good
olution for it in Open Source”. Similarly, another respondent con-
idered establishment of a high quality LO project as “a professional
hallenge. Because not having any money, you have to be smarter
han your competitors”.
For  some respondents with a long-term commitment to the LO
roject, their participation has led to a desire to see the project
ucceed. As stated by one respondent: “I’ve invested plenty of time
n this branch of software, so I really really have a personal desire
o see it succeed”. Others expressed a motivation for improving the
ay-of-working in the LO project as follows: “It may  not be readily
isible but we still need to add more structure and more processes,
nd I think I want to continue to do that”.
Visionary goal driven motivations for the future for the LO
roject were also expressed as follows: “it’s fun. I am convinced
t’s the right thing to do. I think it’s the right project, at the right
ime, with the right people, and the right mind sets”. Similarly, in
he words of another respondent: “I think we can change a lot with
his project by running it differently and pushing borders and think-
ng outside the box there”. Further, motivations also seem to stem
rom frustration concerning a perceived lack of inﬂuence in the
ld OO project, as commented by one respondent: “I was active in
penOfﬁce.org project in the past, and there were lots of things
hat I loved of that product, but a lot of things that made me  feel
rustrated about inﬂuence, about things that were not picked up,
nd on the development side. And, so I am really motivated to work
n LibreOfﬁce, to make it better, to see it improve compared to the
ld OpenOfﬁce, and that is a strong motivation”.
Finally, amongst respondents we observe strong commitment
ith the project. As expressed by one respondent: “it’s fun, it’s
omething that I like to do, and it’s not the ﬁrst free software
roject that I contribute to. It’s something that I have been doing for
ood chunks of my  life now”. Similarly, for some such strong com-
itment and motivation for participation is also related to stark
motions: “It’s purely the love”.
.5. Future outlook for the LibreOfﬁce project
An overwhelming impression from responses is that con-
ributors perceive a positive future for the LO project. Several
espondents gave a number of emotional expressions, and we
bserve an expectation for a more diverse developer community
mongst respondents in the future. For example, as stated by one
espondent: “I believe that we will stay diversiﬁed and that we
ill be able to embrace more and more, not only individuals, but
ompanies as well”.
Respondents  raised the budget for the project as an issue and
tressed that there is a “need to strengthen the project”. Other com-
ents concern the way of working and how to organise work in
he project, as illustrated by one respondent: “we still need to con-
olidate the organisation. We  still need to increase the number of
embers”.
Several respondents envisaged a bright future for the LO project,s illustrated by the following comments: “Hereto, it has all the
ttributes of a very successful project. So, I believe that we  will
xecute on the plan on releases as we have until recently, until
ow, because we have the time based schedule, that we  alwaystems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145
deliver  on time”, “Whatever happens, it will continue in some way
or another, some shape or another. I think that code base, it’s just
too many users for it to disappear. It’s there to stay”, and “I think
it is a bright future, and it grows, but it takes time”. Further, one
respondent also expressed a view on the project in relation to an
existing proprietary alternative as follows: “We  are going to grow.
We are going to take over the market, and we  will have a follower
called Microsoft behind us”.
However, there were also those predicting a somewhat more
modest future for the LO project. For example, in the view of one
respondent “we keep running as we  are, I think”.
Further, a number of comments also revealed that the evolution
for the LO project seemed to have exceeded the expectations of
the respondents, as illustrated by the following comments: “while
this is a young project, I am surprised by how diverse it is and
how healthy it is”, “I think we’re doing very well, and we had a
major breakthrough, milestone, when we  ﬁnally got these Ger-
man authorities to prove our idea of a foundation. And we’re past
this quite important milestone. Yeah, I am very positive about the
future”, and “I think we are not yet aware of what is possible with
it, and I am beginning to realise how much bigger this thing can
get”.
The importance of community and its role for the LO project was
ampliﬁed by a number of respondents as an enabler for its future
success. Several comments signalled a strong identity for members
of the LO community as illustrated by one respondent who stressed
the importance of community values as follows: “This is a commu-
nity, not a company, so we  don’t have titles”, and commented that
there is consequently no need for business cards when working
within the community. However, the same respondent suggested
that there actually is a need for a business card in certain situa-
tions, such as when community members need to communicate
with external organisations. Further, the importance of a vibrant
community was also stressed by one respondent as follows: “the
more rich and diverse and compelling we make our ecosystem, the
stronger it is”.
Similarly,  another comment stressed the importance of success-
ful governance for a community as follows: “governance is key, if
there is no governance at the end there is no project. So, some dis-
cipline is necessary, but the discipline can not go to the level of
making the others scared to come inside. At the moment they are
still a little bit scared. We  are trying to make them less scared”.
5.6.  Lessons learnt from participation in the LibreOfﬁce project
From  responses it is evident that contributors perceive partici-
pation in the LO project as positive and rewarding in a number of
different ways. We  observed a variety of different lessons learnt
from participants in the project, and a number of comments
touched upon excitement, opportunities with open collaboration,
and a positive inclusive atmosphere that seems to promote learn-
ing.
Several respondents elaborated on their experiences from par-
ticipation in the LO community, and attached a number of positive
characteristics to the community. For example, as commented by
one respondent with a long experience from participation in the
community: “it’s a true fun, diverse, vibrant, community project.
. . . I started in OpenOfﬁce, and it was fun in the beginning, but over
the year you were able to see behind, and I didn’t like what I saw”.
Similarly, another respondent stressed the possibility to have an
impact by providing value for individuals, organisations and society
more broadly: “the thrilling thing about LibreOfﬁce is that it really
makes a difference. You can see people using it and appreciating
it”.
Further, another respondent stressed the opportunity with open
collaboration as an important lesson from participation in the
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roject, as illustrated by the following comment: “I think it really
hows that cooperation in an open way is proﬁtable, makes sense,
nd I think that is a very valuable lesson”. Similarly, another respon-
ent perceived beneﬁts of open collaboration as follows: “It’s things
ike this [name of a practitioner conference], meeting with people
nd collaborating with different people with different mentalities,
nd tolerating each others and each other’s ideas, and yeah, even
ith completely different approaches to the project and expecta-
ions, to get something big out of it, yeah”. Another respondent
tressed the inherent nature of sharing experiences when collab-
rating in a community, involving providing and gaining valuable
essons, as follows: “I think that I’ve, at the end I have really got as
uch as I have given, because in term of human experiences, just
ncredible”.
Several respondents stressed the importance of the welcoming
nvironment in the LO project, with particular emphasis on skills
evelopment. For example, as expressed by one respondent “I think
t’s good for my  writing skills and coding skills”.
Similarly, several respondents stressed the welcoming nature
nd an established practice for mentoring new contributors as
omething highly appreciated, as illustrated by the following
omment: “I am pleased that we have much more welcoming
nvironment for new developers to participate with us, and I am
ery pleased that a lot of these people have now very quickly
ecome senior advisers in their own right. And that they, them-
elves, can feel free to mentor other people and bootstrap other
ew developers up to the same situation. To repeat the process
n others that was done to them to make them valuable and
espected developers with commit access.” Further, as indicated by
nother respondent, the mentoring process seems to be founded in
ach individual’s ability and with a careful consideration in the LO
roject to acknowledging and appreciating contributions from all
ontributors: “I think it’s the exceptionally welcoming nature of the
ibreOfﬁce community and the speed at which I was  recognised for
y contributions and my  skills and my  abilities. It’s not like that
n every project, you know. . . . With LibreOfﬁce it happens very
ast”.
Finally, another lesson learnt expressed by one respondent
learly stressed the perception of feeling rewarded from contribut-
ng to the LO project: “The most important experience was  the
eeks before we actually switched the upstream, and all the prepa-
ation, and then going out public and seeing how in matter of few
inutes the IRC channels that we created ﬁlled with people who
tarted to download, use and actually build LibreOfﬁce, and those
ireless moments we spent on the IRC trying to ﬁx the possible
reakages they had and it was just a magic moment to see that the
hings were actually moving ahead. It’s emotional”.
. Analysis
.1. Analysis of community evolution over time
From our results we make a number of observations related
o our results on project activity. Firstly, there have been regu-
ar and frequent releases of stable versions of the software (LO
ncluding the former development in OO) for a time period of
ore than ten years. Other examples of well known OSS projects
ith release histories extending over many years are Apache web
erver8 and the Linux kernel9, which have had frequent releases
ince 1995 and 1991, respectively. We  note that, as for LO (and
8 http://httpd.apache.org/.
9 http://www.kernel.org/.tems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145 141
AOO), both these projects are governed by a foundation10 (i.e. third
phase governance according to the categorisation proposed by de
Laat (2007)). Secondly, there has been substantial activity in LO
(including the former development in OO) for more than ten years.
Despite some variation between stable releases, our ﬁndings sug-
gest a long-term trend towards a sustainable community as we
have not observed any signs of a lasting decline in the community
activity. As a comparison, there has been stable community activ-
ity over many years in the aforementioned Apache web server and
Linux kernel projects.
Based  on results concerning commitment with the projects we
ﬁnd that a large proportion of the most inﬂuential committers in LO
have been involved for long periods of time both before and after
the fork from OO, which indicates that the developer community
has a strong commitment with the LO branch. A strong commit-
ment of contributors over long time periods has been observed
earlier in a study on the Debian project where it was observed
that maintainers “tend to commit to the project for long periods
of time” and that “the mean life of volunteers in the project is prob-
ably larger than in many software companies, which would have a
clear impact on the maintenance of the software” (Michlmayr et al.,
2007). Further, our results show that a relatively small proportion
(5%) of the most active LO committers contribute the majority of
commits (78%) and that the ﬁve most active committers contribute
33% of all commits in the LO project. In comparison, a relatively
small proportion (5%) of the most active AOO committers con-
tribute a smaller proportion of commits (33%) and that the ﬁve
most active committers contribute 60% of all commits in the AOO
project. In acknowledging that our analysis of the AOO project is
based on a signiﬁcantly shorter time window than the LO project,
we note that both projects have communities of committers larger
than “the vast majority of mature OSS programs” (Krishnamurthy,
2002). Results concerning commitment with each project support
ﬁndings from previous research which show that for OSS projects
“the bulk activity, especially for new features, is quite highly cen-
tralised” (Crowston et al., 2012).
Results on retention of committers show that SOO and LO
have been more successful in recruiting and retaining commit-
ters over time compared to OOO and AOO. Results also show
that there is no sign of any long term decline in LO in terms of
number of currently active committers. Further, results concern-
ing contributions to both the LO and AOO projects show that few
new developers (i.e. those who have not contributed to the OO
project) provide limited contributions to the LO project (represent-
ing 0.3% of all LO commits) and a signiﬁcant amount (32.1%) of
the AOO commits. When considering long-term contributors (i.e.
those who  have contributed to all three projects) there are still
limited contributions except for AOO (representing 1.9% of all com-
mits in OO, 6.1% of all commits in LO and 41.3% of all commits
in AOO). Further, the two  most dominating commitment patterns
for committers who  have contributed to the LO project are that
committers only commit to LO and that committers have done
all their contributions in OO before starting to contribute to LO
(together involving 94.7% of all LO committers and 89.7% of all LO
commits). In comparison, the two most dominating commitment
patterns for committers who have contributed to the AOO project
are that committers have contributed to LO within the period dur-
ing which they have contributed to AOO (together comprising 59.9%
of all AOO committers and 55.6% of all AOO commits). Moreover,
a clear majority (85.7%) of the LO committers have been directly
recruited to LO, whereas less than half (39.5%) of the AOO commit-
ters have been directly recruited to AOO. It is not uncommon that
10 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/) and the Linux Foun-
dation (http://www.linuxfoundation.org/).
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evelopers are simultaneously involved in more than one project
Lundell et al., 2010). However, our results show that a limited num-
er of contributors are simultaneously active in the LO and AOO
rojects.
.2. Analysis of insights and experiences from the LibreOfﬁce
ommunity
Results from the study indicate a systematic approach in the LO
roject for mentoring new contributors. The project has adopted
 systematic approach and supportive work practices for provid-
ng guidance to new contributors. As an example, this is done via
entoring and provision of “LibreOfﬁce Easy Hacks” that are specif-
cally aimed at inexperienced contributors. Efforts made in this
roject seem to go beyond what is established practice in many
ther OSS projects. For any project it is important to promote
rganisational learning and ease introduction of new contributors
o a project and its work practices. This has been recognised in
revious research (Lundell et al., 2010). Further, our results also
how that LO project participants seem keen to encourage and
cknowledge contributions from new participants in the commu-
ity.
Our results clearly show that use of a weak copyleft license
s seen as appropriate for the LO project for a number of rea-
ons. One reason is a perceived risk that the source code will not
ontinue to be provided according to core principles of software
reedom. This choice of Open Source license for the project has
een referred to as adhering to a “keep-open” license (Engelfriet,
010). In acknowledging that there are a number of factors affect-
ng the attractiveness for a project, it seems evident that the
hoice of a “keep-open” license is considered appropriate amongst
ew contributors as the project has managed to attract a signiﬁ-
ant number of new contributors. Further, an additional indication
f the preference for a “keep-open” license amongst those con-
ributors to the LO project that were also contributing to the
O project stem from results in our interviews. This in turn
einforces the observation (see above) that the majority of the
ontributors to the OO project that decided to continue con-
ributing to one of the projects (AOO or LO) have chosen the LO
ranch.
An effect of the fork was that a part of the OO community has
volved into a new form as founding members of the LO community
tem from the OO community. Over time, the new LO project has
anaged to attract a signiﬁcant number of new contributors now
anaged and governed by TDF. This is in contrast with the approach
aken by the AOO project, which adopted an already established
tructure for governance and work practices (ASF).
There is a complex inter-relationship between community and
ompany values which impacts on opportunities for long-term
aintenance and support for OSS projects. A number of respon-
ents express that besides their involvement in the LO community
hey are also afﬁliated with various commercial organisations. For
ome respondents there is also a symbiosis between their differ-
nt involvements. Further, our results from respondents strongly
upport several of the motivational factors for individual partici-
ation in OSS projects that have been identiﬁed in earlier research
Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2006). In particular, social motivations such
s that it is fun to contribute and the sense of belonging to a com-
unity are important to LO contributors. Another social motivation
bserved in the LO community is the opportunity to provide an
lternative to proprietary software solutions. Further, we  note that
echnological motivations such as learning and the opportunity of
etting contributions and feedback from the community are also
resent amongst LO contributors. Some respondents, who  are also
ctive in small companies, see business opportunities in partic-
pating in the LO community. Hence, our study conﬁrms earliertems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145
studies  concerning individual motivations for participation in OSS
projects.
6.3. Implications
The study has revealed a number of insights concerning gover-
nance and community evolution. For long-term contributors active
under several governance regimes during more then 10 years there
have been several changes concerning the way  of working in the
different communities.
Contributors starting under the OO project (under governance
by Sun followed by Oracle), and later active in the AOO project
have experienced different corporate governance regimes followed
by adoption of the Apache way  of working. This transition of the
project into governance under the existing ASF has involved a sig-
niﬁcant change for participants in terms of changed governance and
changing conditions for contributors due to adoption of institution-
alised practices and with a change from a weak copyleft license to
a permissive license.
On  the other hand, contributors starting under the OO project,
and later active in the LO project have also experienced different
corporate governance regimes (Sun and Oracle) followed by adop-
tion of a new way  of working implied by establishment of a tailor
made foundation (TDF) as a legal framework for maintenance of the
LO project. For these contributors, there has been continued use of
a weak copyleft license. In this way, our results show that contrib-
utors shaped TDF with a view to support their preferred way  of
working in the LO project.
It  should be noted that the choice of the same weak copyleft
license as for the base project when establishing the LO project
was possible without a prior IPR clearance. Further, this was  possi-
ble despite the fact that the copyright for the code base in the base
project was  controlled by a different organisation (Oracle corpo-
ration). These circumstances allowed for that the LO project was
able to immediately continue development on the same code base.
However, when establishing the AOO project there was a need for
IPR clearance in connection with transferring copyright of the code
base to ASF and change to a new Open Source license. This transfer
to ASF involved signiﬁcant efforts and resulted in a signiﬁcant time
window between AOO project start and the ﬁrst release of AOO.
From  the analysis of the three speciﬁc projects investigated (LO,
OO, and AOO), it is shown that signiﬁcant development experi-
ence – both in terms of contributors and their contributions – has
been maintained and transferred from the OO project into the two
independent projects (LO and AOO).
The importance of establishing a strong sense for the OSS com-
munity in the context of large global OSS projects is closely related
to the importance of establishing a sense of teamness in global
software development projects (Lings et al., 2007). In both Open
Source and proprietary licensed software projects there is a need for
managing collaboration involving developers with different socio-
cultural backgrounds. However, a key difference between Open
Source based collaboration in large community based projects and
large inter-organisational collaborations using proprietary soft-
ware in global contexts lies in the possibility to successfully fork
an OSS project and establish a new project with a separate gover-
nance. The importance of face to face meetings is recognised both
in the contexts of inter-organisational collaboration in the ﬁeld of
global software engineering (Lings et al., 2007) and large globally
distributed OSS projects analysed in this study. Further, from oura common vision for an OSS community relates to experiences in
the context of global software engineering concerning the impor-
tance of gaining “executive support from all the sites” in a globally
distributed software development project (Paasivaara, 2011).
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. Discussion and conclusions
.1.  Discussion
The transition and formation of the LibreOfﬁce community
eems to be successful. However, we acknowledge the short time
eriod after the fork (33 months) and that our early indica-
ions of a successful LibreOfﬁce community after transition from
penOfﬁce.org need to be conﬁrmed by an analysis over a longer
ime period at a later stage. As a comparison, a well-known fork
ith signiﬁcant uptake and a long-term sustainable community is
penBSD,11 which was forked from NetBSD in 1995 and still has an
ctive developer community (Gmane, 2013).
Further, when considering Open Source software products in
ong-term maintenance scenarios for potential adoption, it is criti-
al to understand and engage in communities related to the Open
ource software project. For the base project analysed (OpenOf-
ce.org), a governance structure has been established and the
penOfﬁce.org community was governed by its community council
Openofﬁce, 2013). Similarly, the investigated branch after the fork
LibreOfﬁce) has also established a governance structure referred
o as the Document Foundation (Documentfoundation, 2013a).
espite such explicitly documented governance structures, project
articipants may  decide to fork a project, which happened when the
ocument Foundation established the LibreOfﬁce project as a fork
rom OpenOfﬁce.org on 28 September 2010. Our results suggest
hat this fork may  actually be successful. We  note that our obser-
ation indicates that the LibreOfﬁce project may  be an exception to
he norm since previous research claims that there have been “few
uccessful forks in the past” (Ven and Mannaert, 2008).
From  our results, it remains to be seen to what extent the Libre-
fﬁce and Apache OpenOfﬁce projects may  successfully evolve
heir projects and associated communities in a way that can be
ustainable long-term. So far it seems that LibreOfﬁce has been the
ore successful project in terms of growing associated commu-
ities. Our results suggest that the choice of Open Source license
igniﬁcantly impacts on conditions for attracting contributions
o Open Source projects. Amongst contributors to the LibreOf-
ce project there is clear preference for contributing to an Open
ource project which use the same weak copyleft license as the
ase project. This use of a keep-open license in the LibreOfﬁce
roject may  signiﬁcantly impact on the willingness to contribute to
n Open Source project for which they do not possess the copyright.
his may  be so both amongst volunteer and company afﬁliated
evelopers. Our results show strong indications of congruence
etween professional roles and contributions to the LibreOfﬁce
ommunity for community members.
We acknowledge that the LibreOfﬁce project has been estab-
ished and openly available for external contributions for a longer
ime period than the Apache OpenOfﬁce project. This can partly be
xplained by a later start for the Apache OpenOfﬁce project since
here has been a state of void between 15 April 2011 when Oracle
bandoned OpenOfﬁce.org and 13 June 2011 when Apache OpenOf-
ce was established as an Apache Software Foundation project.
urther, we note that the ﬁrst commits in the Apache OpenOfﬁce
epository were contributed in August 2011. Therefore, it is perhaps
ot surprising that a number of contributors from the OpenOf-
ce.org project became involved in the LibreOfﬁce project, since
here was no active OpenOfﬁce.org project to contribute to for sev-
ral months. However, it should be noted that after August 2011,
hen the ﬁrst commits were contributed and Apache OpenOfﬁce
ecame openly available, committers have continued to contribute
o the LibreOfﬁce project.
11 http://www.openbsd.org/.tems and Software 89 (2014) 128– 145 143
The situation analysed in the paper has an inherent complex-
ity in that it involves three projects for which there are complex
interactions, inﬂuences, and relationships both with respect to code
and community dynamics. Therefore this study challenges previ-
ously established categorisations of fork outcomes and also how the
concept of fork is deﬁned. This is since the foundation for such cate-
gorisations and deﬁnitions often consider the relationship between
two projects, often referred to as the base and the forked project
(Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona, 2012; Wheeler, 2007). Further,
this study has shown that individual contributors in related OSS
developer communities can contribute to several projects over a
period of time, including the base and the forked project.
The  analysis of sustainability of Open Source software com-
munities and evolution of two  independent Open Source software
projects after a fork shows there is potential for successful branch-
ing. Our speciﬁc emphasis has been to investigate insights and
experiences from community members for the project which was
established as an outcome of a fork. From this we ﬁnd that long-
term community members seem to manage establishing a new
project and a tailor-made foundation for its governance in a way
that is appealing to old and new contributors.
In situations such as the one analysed in this study there is
no one-to-one correspondence between Open Source software
project and Open Source software community. Consequently, when
assessing the sustainability of such communities it is important
to recognise that individual contributors are involved in multiple
projects. Therefore, any such assessment must take into account
that community involvement goes beyond any single project.
Irrespectively of how relationships between the projects are
perceived with transition from the base project to the two new
projects, our results from the analysis of the three inter-related
projects with associated transitions from the OpenOfﬁce.org
project go beyond previously established categorisations of fork
outcomes. Our results thereby provide valuable insights for extend-
ing the existing body of knowledge concerning forks.
7.2.  Conclusions
Our study presents ﬁndings from the ﬁrst comprehensive anal-
ysis of Open Source software projects involving a fork. The study
reveals a number of important ﬁndings related to long-term sus-
tainability of Open Source software communities.
Related to the characterisation of community evolution over
time for the three inter-related Open Source projects, the study
presents several important ﬁndings: First, the LibreOfﬁce project
shows no sign of long-term decline, and that as such details circum-
stances under which a fork can be successful. Second, the majority
of contributors to the OpenOfﬁce.org project who  continued in
one of the succeeding projects chose to continue contributing to
the LibreOfﬁce project. Further, LibreOfﬁce has attracted the long-
term and most active committers in the OpenOfﬁce.org project,
and it is thereby demonstrated that successful transfer and evo-
lution of know-how and work practices can be achieved beyond
individual Open Source software projects. Third, OpenOfﬁce.org
(under governance of Sun) and LibreOfﬁce have been more success-
ful in recruiting and retaining committers over time compared to
OpenOfﬁce.org (under governance of Oracle) and Apache OpenOf-
ﬁce. This suggests that effective governance and work practices
that are appreciated by community members is fundamental for
long-term sustainability. Fourth, a minority of the LibreOfﬁce
committers have been recruited from OpenOfﬁce.org and have
contributed a clear majority of the LibreOfﬁce commits. On  the
other hand, the vast majority of LibreOfﬁce committers have been
directly recruited to the project but their commits to the project
are in minority. From this we  conclude that apart from community
efforts for making it easier to contribute to an Open Source software
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roject it also important to address challenges related to long-term
etention of contributors.
The  study makes a novel contribution by revealing important
nsights and experiences from members of the LibreOfﬁce commu-
ity, and provides explanations for why the LibreOfﬁce project has
volved as is. There is clear preference for use of a copyleft license
mongst contributors to the LibreOfﬁce project, both amongst vol-
nteers and those afﬁliated with companies. The use of such a
icense in the LibreOfﬁce project is perceived as a prerequisite for
ntry amongst many volunteer contributors and those afﬁliated
ith companies. This suggests that such an Open Source license is
referred amongst contributors in Open Source software projects
ith a strong community identity. Further, the study shows that it
s important that values amongst contributors and other stakehold-
rs are congruent with effects of the particular Open Source license
sed. Results from the study elaborate tension in a community and
etails circumstances under which community members need to
ary in order to avoid an ineffective collaboration climate in an
pen Source software project. Further, the study reveals important
otivations for joining and contributing to the LibreOfﬁce project
ver time, including: a perceived welcoming atmosphere in the
ommunity; a sense of supportive and effective work practices;
ppreciation for independence and control of developed solutions
y members of the community; and a strong identity and appraisal
f community diversity. Thereby the study has detailed the impor-
ance of nursing Open Source software communities in order to
stablish long-term sustainable Open Source software projects.
From  a contributor perspective, the study shows that Open
ource software communities can outlive Open Source software
rojects. In particular, for projects with associated devoted com-
unities with strong conviction for future directions for projects
nd communities, we ﬁnd strong indications for that forking can be
sed as one effective strategy for overcoming perceived obstacles
n the current way of working in a project in order to improve the
ituation.
The ﬁndings from our analysis of the LibreOfﬁce project (and
he related OpenOfﬁce.org and Apache OpenOfﬁce projects) con-
ribute new insights concerning challenges related to long-term
ustainability of Open Source software communities. For software
ystems with long life-cycles, the success by which an Open Source
oftware project manages to recruit and retain new contributors
o its community is critical for its long term sustainability. Hence,
ood practice with respect to governance of Open Source software
rojects is perceived by community members as a fundamental
hallenge for establishing sustainable communities.
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